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\ Alpha Natural Resources is an enthusiastic supporter of Virginia Tech. 

A Alpha Natural Resources .. 

Virginia Tech is the alma mater of more than 20 of our key management 

employees, including Alpha's CEO. It's no coincidence that we're 

known as the "Hokie Coal" company. 

Alpha Natural Resources (NYSE: ANR) is one of the leading coal 

producers in the U.S., a $2 Billion company with a track record of 

excellence, and an appetite for growth. 

"R . R" ht" Unn1ng lg . What does that mean to 

Alpha Natural Resources? 

It means ... running safely. 
We believe in fostering a safe and prosperous work environment 

for everyone. 

It means ... running soundly. 
Doing the right thing environmentally, such as promoting cutting 

edge mine reclamation and innovative environmental research. 

It means ... running sensitively. 
Supporting more than 500 different agencies and service groups 

to help less fortunate people in the communities where we're 
located. 

Right now, Alpha has tremendous opportunities for new people to 

learn a broad range of skills outside of the mines, and advance 
quickly into positions of authority. 

Would you like to work for a company that runs right? We're looking 

for the next generation to run Alpha Natural Resources right. 

Are you "Running Right" material? 

One Alpha Place• P.O. Box 2345 •Abingdon. VA 24212 • alphanr.com 
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FROM THE EDITOR 

Dear Readers, 

Welcome (back) to campus! I hope your summers were relaxing and/ 

or productive. 

As the new Editor-in-Chief of the Engineers ' Forum, I am proud to 

offer you this gem of an issue. My goal this year as Editor-in-Chief is 

to produce for you, our faithful readers, the most interesting and useful 

magazines possible. In this issue you will find articles on a wide vari

ety of topics, including information on the new nuclear and biomedical 

engineering programs offered by Tech, an article on communication on 

campus, a review of the forthcoming Windows 7 operating system, a 

look at tablet PC use over the past four years, advice on whether the 

FE/Pe exam is for you ... and more, so you ' ll just have to keep read

ing! 

On the business side of things, the Engineers' Forum is proud to be 

able to offer scholarships to our officers and payment to our members, 

starting this fall (see the February 2009 issue for details on our endow

ment to the College)! If you ' ve ever thought about joining the EF, 

now's the time! 

In closing, I would like to reinforce my statement that the goal of this 

magazine is to inform and entertain you. Therefore, if you have any 

feedback, questions, articles you ' d like to see, or ideas of how the Fo

rum could be improved, please do not hesitate to email us at forum@ 

vt.edu. 

Good luck at Expo and have a great semester. Go Hokies! 

Julia Alspaugh 

Editor-in-Chief 

Photo cover courte.sy of Quin Costin. 
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VT Nuclear Engineering Program Going Strong 

W ith an educational institution as vast, populated, 

and academically diverse as Virginia Tech , it 's 

often difficult to keep up with every s ingle opportunity 

that 's offered. As such, Engineers' Forum is taking the 

initiative to inform and update readers on one of the 

lesser advertised programs here at Virginia Tech: Nu

clear Engineering. 

For some history on the subject, the Nuclear Engineer

ing program had been established at VT for some time 

until the nuclear incident at the power plant at Three 

Mile Island in 1979 put nuclear power in public disfa

vor. After that, schools around the country started drop

ping their respective programs one by one until less 

than half remained. As for the power plants, abso lutely 

no new ones have been constructed since the Three 

Mile Island catastrophe. 

By this period in time, the public had also developed 

thing related to the 

sciences and 

this for yourself: when you hear of the word "nuclear," 

chances are that the first thing you think of is danger, 

Hiroshima, those circular radiation symbols, the Cu

ban Missile Crisis, and the numerous power plant acci

dents, which include Three Mile Island and Chernobyl 

(1986). 

Jumping forward to 2008, with an increasingly desta

bilized energy crisis and an economic recession putting 

a strain on the pocketbooks of most Americans , nuclear 

energy, one of the world's cheapest energy sources, is 

making a comeback given its new appeal and rather 

tame recent history. With 45% of the nuclear engineer

ing workforce eligible for retirement in the next five 

years due to a lack of instruction nationwide, brand new 

and renewed graduate level and undergraduate pro

grams are popping up around the country. 

At Virginia Tech, the nuclear engineering program kick

s tarted in spring of 2008, thanks to the efforts of Dr. 

Mark Pierson, the leading instructor for the program, 

a biased view on any

subject of nuclear 

production due to 

association with 

potential mass 

astereotypical and Dr. Eugene Brown. The classes premiered as part 

In general, there 

111g upon on 

category of sci

ence given its 

destructive 

nature . You 

can see 

warheads and of a M.S. program 

destruction . Engineering de

was a frown- a nuclear en-

this whole fication. The 

on to offer an 

The Three Mile Island post incident !photo courtesy of Wikipedial. 

in the Mechanical 

partment with 

g111eenng spec1-

program went 

Continued on 

page 6 
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Continued from page 5 

Dr. Mark Pierson is leading the 
VT nuclear engineering 
program. 

Engineering department has produced its draft for the 

undergraduate-level Nuclear Engineering minor. With the usual 18-credit 

certificate for those minor size, one would have to take the two required 

who complete 12 fundamental courses from the certificate, plus a re

credits of nuclear quired radiation detection and safety course. 

engmeenng classes 

(two required fun- Program participants also have to choose from 3 elec

damentals courses, tive courses of a list of 8. The minor is intended for 

and two electives those planning on entering the field. 

from varying sub-

jects). The certificate The Mechanical Engineering department is offering 

is designed "to ( 1) these courses in partnership with the Materials Science 

provide a purpose- and Engineering (MSE) department. However, given 

ful , cohesive set of the small staff size (chiefly Dr. Pierson), classes are in 

technical electives in 

nuclear engineering; and (2) facilitate networking be-

limited availability and vary from semester to semester. 

Depending on how long you have left at Tech, either 

tween faculty, students, and employers in nuclear engi- the certificate or the minor might interest you, but you 

neering applications." must get started as soon as possible in order to be able 

to take the classes you need. Classes are currently given 

Now, pending approval this winter, the Mechanical the ME special studies designation ( 4984) but are in the 

Clarabridge is Now Hiring Maverick Geniuses! 
Work Hard. PLCttj H-etrot. 

Even in a Tight Economy, Clarabridge Tripled Revenues and Acquired Major New 
Customers. Clarabridge provides text mining software that helps leading Global 1000 
companies like AOL, Best Buy, Gap, United Airlines, Lowe's, Marriott, Wal- Mart, 

Walgreens and many more analyze, manage, and improve customer experiences. 

Ideal Applicants Are: 

• Hard Working 

Win a $200 Gift Card to 
Best Buy! 

• Confident • Team Players 
• Ambitious • Open Minded • Excited by a Dynamic, Fluid Environment. 
• Competitive • Quantitative Thinkers 

Visit Hokies4Hire for More Information! clarabridge 
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transition to switching to the Nuclear Science and Engi

neering (NSEG) naming prefix. Keep your eyes open! 

Those interested in learning more about nuclear power 

and what it has to offer should also consider joining the 

VT chapter of the American Nuclear Society (ANS), su

pervised by Dr. Pierson himself. Events include trips to 

power plants and nuclear material manufacturing plants 

and lectures by specialists in the field. Some frequent 

lecturers include graduates of the United States Navy 

Nuclear Power School (NNPS), which not only trains 

the nuclear submarine and aircraft carrier crews for the 

U.S. Navy but also is the biggest provider of nuclear 

power plant engineers employed today. Dr. Pierson, a 

23-year veteran of the nuclear U.S. Navy, is a big sup

porter of the NNPS and often promotes the $100,000 

scholarship offered to future attendees of the school. 

For more information, contact ANS Chapter President 

Nathan Whitelaw (whitelaw@vt.edu) or Dr. Pierson 

(mark.pierson@vt.edu). 

As a student currently attempting this program, I can 

verify that it is a fantastic experience. It suits almost 

any engineering major that wishes to integrate their 

discipline with the nuclear sciences or simply shows 

an interest in Chemistry/Physics but does not want to 

indulge into either of the two majors. Prerequisites for 

the program are limited to the introductory general 

chemistry course (CH EM 1035) and the introductory 

differential equations course (MATH22 l4) . The course 

material is easy to absorb and Dr. Pierson does an out

standing job teaching it, but attending classes is a must 

in order to make the grade. 

Check the course timetable for details on availability 

each semester! 

Valeriy Vislobokov is a junior in Aerospace Engineer

ing and Computer Science. 

The Three Mile Island nuclear power plant is pictured above. (Photo courtesy ofWikipediaj. 
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Becoming a Professional Engineer: 
Do You Have What it Takes? 

Every Virginia Tech engineer either has, (or will) Once you pass the Fundamentals of Engineering (FE) 

learn about the Professional Engineering license exam you earn the title EIT, or El for an Engineer In

(PE) in ENGE 1024. Most students do not linger on tern. For your reference, the FE exam used to be cal led 

these particular facts , likely filing the requirements for "Engineer-in-Training" (EIT). After gaining the ap

becoming an Engineer in Training (EIT) and PE in the propriate experience, the Principles and Practice of En-

back comer of the brain to think about later. After all, 

having just finished the process of applying for and se

lecting a college, who wants to think about eight hour 

exams? I certainly didn't, that 's for sure. 

However, as a senior I now have to call back all of 

gineering exam must be passed before the licensure is 

obtained. While the FE has a "general" morning sec

tion and seven options for the afternoon section, the PE 

exam has seventeen specifications, so you can choose 

the one most closely associated with your field. 

those important bits of information so that I can decide Why would anyone want to become a PE? Well, the 

what to do with my life post-graduation. This article National Society of Professional Engineers lists five 

highlights what becoming a PE is all about so that you main reasons on their website (http: //www.nspe.org). 

can decide whether it is important to your future. In 

the process, I also hope to answer that same question 

for myself. Not only of use to seniors, this informa

tion should allow freshmen through juniors to decide 

whether or not to take the course in the future: put it on 

your pathways planner/course of study planner now so 

you don't have to think about it later! 

They are prestige, career development, authority, flex

ibility, and money. Having a PE will purportedly give 

you those five things, "[opening] doors for the rest of 

your life." You must be a professional engineer to sign 

or stamp designs presented to the public, because that 

kind of responsibility needs to be held by those who 

have proven their worth . Many professional and indus-

trial clients feel more comfortable working with a PE 

The first thing you should know about becoming a PE because of the reputation of excellence tied to the title. 

is that it is a multi-year process. All Virginia Tech engi

neers are already graduating from an ABET-accredited 

university, which fulfills the first requirement automati

cal ly. There are also two long tests to pass, and a num

ber of years of experience that must be accumulated. 

The number of years required varies by state, but the 

minimum is often working four years under a licensed 

engineer. Some states also have "continuing education" 

requirements that must be met for license renewal. 

Much of the following information can be found on the 

The National Council of Examiners for Engineering 

and Surveying (NCEES) website at www.ncees.org, 

but I have summarized it here for your convenience. 
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So, what about the tests themselves? Both are eight 

hours long - a four-hour morning section and a four

hour afternoon section - but the specifics of format and 

the breadth of materials covered are quite different. The 

FE's general section covers basic science and engineer

ing topics - including chemistry, electricity and magne

tism, economics, and mechanics - while the afternoon 

section covers the fundamental concepts of whichever 

test you choose. The morning section has 120 multiple 

choice questions, and the afternoon sections all have 60 

multiple choice questions. You are not allowed to bring 

anything except certain approved calculators (certain 

models of Casio, HP and Ti calculators - check the 
Continued on page J 0 
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Dr. Knocke of the Civil and Environmental Engineering department displays his professional engineering license in his office as 

a testament to his skill and dedication to engineering. 

EXPERIENCE. SUCCESS . 
./ .II\ (_ AF~J H\ p() 

Associate Engineers - (Var ious Departments) - Do yo u need blue chi p ma rketabili ty and m obi lit y to achieve yo ur ca ree r goals in the 

knowledge economy? W ill yo u have th e opportun ity to leverage your skill s into a successful caree r move' 

You will at Computer Sciences Corpora tion (CSC) . We a re seeking talented indi viduals with a Bac helo r's degree in a tec h ni ca l disci pline, who arc ready to 

put their talent to work on exci tin g projects in cu tting-edge technology in the defense industr y. At CSC. we invest in our largest asset - our people. We 

provide th e resources, trainin g and o pport uniti es you' ll need to grow yo ur intell ectua l capit al. Ours is a learning e nvironment where your coll eagues from 

aro und the world share the ir stock of knowledge a nd best prac ti ces driving bus iness innovat io n as well as yo ur success . 

As a leadin g prov ide r of techno logy se rvices for client s wo rldwide, CSC co 111111i ts to excellence in o ur cli ent re lat ionships, marketp lace performance, 

prod ucts a nd services. A global, S I 0 billion co111pany, we pro111ote a culture of collaboratio n, innovation a nd enlreprenc uri a l spirit in a fr ie ndl y, col legia l 

at 111osphcre. 

Compound yo ur career equ it y with CSC. You'll see that o ur investment in our people pays substa nt ial dividends; we offer com petiti ve sal a ries, excellent 
benefits, o ngoing t raining a nd opµort unit y for µrofessional growth and development. Please e!llail your rcsu!llc to: fedcra lsector@csc.com referencing 
Pcttinati in the su bject line. Fax: {703) 876- 1090. Or call Craig Pettinati at (703) 876-1045. Fo r m o re informal io n '"isit http://carccrs.csc.com 

:sc COM CONSULTING SYSTEMS INTEGRATION OUTSOURC I NG 

,.,.,. 
'-J'-

EXPERIENCE. RESULTS. 

Equal Opportunity Employer 
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Continued.from page 8 PE, the unanimous response was that civil engineers re

NCEES website for details). Mechanical pencils and a quire licensure most often: "In building construction it's 

reference book will be provided to you. almost mandatory,'' Dr. Dillard said. Dr. Knocke added 

Although the fonnat of all twenty-seven PE exams is 

not the same, most have forty multiple choice questions 

per section. You must bring your own (hard-copy) ref

erence materials for the PE, as the exam is open-book. 

The questions are more in-depth and related to practical 

applications. 

Review texts and courses are available for both tests; 

Virginia Tech offers their own FE prep course each 

spring. During the once-a-week sessions of the class, 

ESM 4404, faculty members give review lectures on 

topics of their specialty. Printed and digital copies of 

to the sentiment, saying that "public safety, protecting 

the common good" and public health consequences 

create the legal requirement that the responsible indi

vidual be certified. Therefore, civil engineering offers 

its own discipline-specific review course in addition to 

the one offered for the general section. Not only civ

il engineers need licensure; those in other disciplines 

frequently obtain a PE. Dean Benson is a mechani

cal engineer with a PE license, though he has "never 

put a PE stamp on anything," he found it earned him 

immediate respect and recognition when working with 

industrial clients for his research. Being licensed as a 

professional engineer will never hurt your career - Dr. 

these lectures are available for stu-

dents ' reference. In addition, a ref-
"Taking the FE is a future 

Dillard warns that while some compa-

nies may not require licensure, lacking 

a PE may limit your upward mobility. erence manual, the same one used 

during the exam, may be purchased 

. 1· " career msurance po icy 
-Dr. Knocke, P.E. 

in print or downloaded for free from the NCEES web-

site. 

To get three real-life perspectives on the PE licensure 

and the FE exam, I spoke with Dr. Richard Benson, 

P.E., Dean of the College of Engineering, Dr. William 

Knocke, P.E., professor and previous department head 

of civil and environmental engineering, and Dr. David 

Di I lard, professor of engineering science and mechan

ics and previous leader of the "Fundamentals of Profes

sional Engineering" course. All three of these men said 

the same thing: take the Fundamentals of Engineering 

exam while you are still in college. I learned from them 

that the pass rate decreases significantly - from 80% 

or above to well below 50%, according to Dr. Knocke 

- when engineers attempt the PE exam after they have 

left college; your senior year is the best time to take it 

because the concepts are all still fresh in your mind. 

When asked what majors are recommended to take the 
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Dr. Knocke obtained his PE license in the early I 980's 

because there was a push at that time to have faculty 

in CEE registered as professional engineers. Virginia 

Tech "didn't want to have the state being able to tell 

us who could and couldn't teach certain classes,'' like 

design classes. Though the number of licensed faculty 

ebbs and flows with changes in the college 's adminis

tration, it is not a bad idea for engineers in academia to 

become PEs. In his experience, Dr. Knocke said that 

the CEE department is supportive of faculty who want 

to become licensed, and many companies will also help 

front the cost for the test and/or travel accommodations. 

This support is likely the reason behind the nearly 75% 

licensure rate in the civil engineering department; an 

impressive statistic, given that some of the CEE faculty 

are scientists instead of engineers. 

Dean Benson took the EIT exam and the PE licensure 

exam in the same weekend, well after he earned his 

bachelor's degree: he does not recommend it. He found 



the process of reviewing for these comprehensive tests 

to be "a very valuable experience." Studying the fun

damental concepts of your undergraduate courses for 

the second time has "tremendous value" - it allows the 

material to "sink in," and helps you make connections 

between concepts that you missed the first time around, 

which should actually make studying easier. Dr. Ben

son also found the test useful because it forces you to 

mester of my senior 

year - the class is 

not-for-credit, so you 

get what you put into 

in - to me it sounds 

like the wisest deci

sion. Plus, I know it 

will be satisfying to 

think about the practical applications of engineering have my undergrad

and to practice quick thinking. Indeed, he stresses the uate education fresh 

professional part of the PE, which "helps you think in my mind as I walk 

about your level of professional responsibility." across the stage in 

May. Hopefully this 

article has helped 

you as it has helped 

me, in writing it. Se

niors - I will see you 

in ESM 4404 in the 

spring! 

Engineering Solutions 
For Today's 

Environmental Challenges 

Build a Career 
that suits 

your Lifestyle 

www.olver.com 

~~ 
~~ 
OLVER 
INCORPORATED 

Blacksburg • Charlotte • Richmond • Cary 

I also asked what advice these successful engineers 

could give to students concerning the FE. Dr. Knocke 

gives this council: "The day you walk out the door, a 

lot of the subject matter associated with the FE exam is 

drifting away. So your odds of passing that exam are 

highest while you're still here ... The challenge I give 

[students] is for them to tell me what they'll be doing 

in ten years." Even if "they think they've got a career 

path," situations change in ways you wouldn't expect. 

Many engineers regret not taking the exam right after 

school; look at it as "a future career insurance policy" 

and don't limit yourself! 

Julia Alspaugh is a senior in Mechanical Engineering. 

Dean Benson looks at it this way: "If you intend to 

[ever] work as an engineer," as opposed to a lawyer or 

other profession, "take the FE. You won't regret it." 

Finally, Dr. Dillard had this to say: "If you take the FE 

preparation course offered in the spring, you must be 

' diligent in class."' The prep class does not make up 

for a course that was not taken - thermodynamics for 

electrical engineers, for example - but it can point you 

in the right direction as a review. Virginia Tech has 

a roughly 95% pass rate, so the course is obviously a 

good way to become prepared for the FE exam. 

Well, there you have it. Although 1 know that preparing 

for the FE exam will require more work in the spring se-
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Stefan Duma announced as Head of the School 
of Biomedical Engineering and Sciences 

Stefan Duma, the John Jones III Fellow and profes

sor of mechanical engineering will serves as the 

new head of the Virginia Tech - Wake Forest Univer

sity School of Biomedical Engineering and Sciences 

(SBES), as of Aug. 10, 2009. 

Duma, the founding director of the Virginia Tech -

Wake Forest Center for Injury Biomechanics (CIB), 

became a faculty member in 2000. He leads a research 

program that now exceeds $5 million annually. CIB is 

already considered the world leader in the field of in

jury biomechanics. 

SBES was formally created in 2001, fi ll ing gaps at both 

universities. Wake Forest had long sought to add an en

gineering program, and Virginia Tech 's engineering fac

ulty members were seeking access to a medical school 

and its biomedical researchers. Faculty members in 

the Virginia-Maryland Regional College of Veterinary 

Medicine were also among the initial collaborators. 

SBES was the first initiative of ICTAS, a multi -disci

plinary institute that fosters the development of high 

growth opportunities within the university 's engineer

ing and physical sciences disciplines. 

" Dr. Duma was selected from a very strong pool of ap- "In the less than ten years Stefan Duma has served on 

plicants . In consultation with Bill Applegate, dean of our faculty, he has built an extraordinary teaching and 

Wake Forest University 's School of Medicine, and Ger- research program. As a junior faculty member who 

hardt Schurig, dean of the Virginia-Maryland Regional reached full professor status in six years, Dr. Duma has 

College of Veterinary Medicine, we agreed Dr. Duma exhibited extraordinary leadership abi lities. He has il

was the leading candidate," Richard Benson, dean of lustrated the importance of building interdiscip linary 

the College of Engineering, said. "He had fabulous sup- projects, leading to constant improvement and success-

port from both campuses." es for our SBES program," Benson said. 

In announcing the appointment, Benson also confirmed Duma said his vision for SBES is " to be a Top 25 pro

that biomedical engineering (BME) will now become a gram within five years and a Top 10 program in 10 

department within the college. "A portion of SBES al- years. I am excited about the opportunity to lead it to 

ready operates within the college with dedicated faculty the next level, and to become a world leader in bio

and administrative support, and it has space in the new medical engineering research and education. We have a 

Institute for Critical Technology and Applied Science world-class group of faculty and students, and it will be 

(ICTAS) building on campus," Benson said. Duma will an honor to help advance their careers." 

also lead the BME department. 

Duma, as a member of the SBES program, has already 

At Wake Forest, a BME department within SBES al- conducted a benchmarking study of top biomedical re

ready exists. Virginia Tech computer science alumnus search departments and has developed action plans to 

Pete Santago chairs Wake Forest University's BME de- reach his goals. These plans include building on the dy

partment. Santago also serves on Virginia Tech's Col- namic partnership with Wake Forest University, as wel l 

lege of Engineering Advisory Board. as other medical programs in the region. 
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He also hopes to expand recruiting efforts and augment 

mentoring programs to allow SBES to become a leader 

in diversity efforts. 

A mong Duma's honors, he received the Army Model

ing and Simulati on Award in 2008, numerous best pa

per awards, the 2005 Society of Automoti ve Engineers' 

Ralph R . Teetor Award, and the 2006 Assoc iati on fo r 

the Advancement of Automoti ve Medicine 's Outstand

ing Achiever Award for 2006. He has publi shed over 70 

refereed j ournal papers and an additional 80 refereed 

conference papers. In 2005, Technology Review pre

sented Duma with one of its T R 35 Awards for Innova

tion, g iven to researchers under the age of 35. 

Duma will assume the pos ition from J. Wally Grant, 

professor of engineering sc ience and mechanics, who 

has served as the head of the SBES program fo r the past 

fo ur years, and was one of the original founders. 

Sta.ff Reports. 

' - I 

• I 

~·~· ,r 
' 1 

Dr. Stefan Duma is the new head of the joint SBES pro
gram with Wake Forest University. 

Computer Engineers • Computer Scientists • Physicists 

Mechanical Engineers • Mathematicians • Electrical Engineers 

Imagine, innovate, and create what is next and new for the warfighter in 
the unique facilities of the Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA) 
Warfare Center at the Dahlgren Division. Join our community of technica l 
experts committed to cutting-edge research and development that shapes 
all facets of warfare and other military operations. 

We offer a lucrative benefits package-but more importantly-a satisfying 
career that will matter in America 's defense. 

Send resumetodlgr_nswc_recruit@navy.mil 
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computerscience{ 
new learningcenter; 
learningcenter.open(); 

} 

D ozens of students and faculty members gathered 

together recently to officially open the Under

graduate Leaming Center for computer science (CS) 

students. 

Carved out of a group of older labs and offices, the $1.2 

million learning center covers much ofMcBryde Hall's 

first floor. lt features a computer lab with computers 

for animation, game design, cyber arts and multime

dia work, a software engineering laboratory and a sys-

terns laboratory, in add ition to the CS 's main offices, 

student meetings and research projects also is included, 

and is the largest of the rooms. 

The facility was financed by funds from the provost's 

office, the College of Engineering, the department it

self, and money collected from CS engineering fees 

from last year, the current year, and those to be collect

ed during the following two years, according to Den

nis Kafura, former head and now a professor of the CS 

department. 

and space for fac ulty and graduate student advisers. A "The entire space has the overall goal of providing an 

large lounge area with white boards and workspaces for 

•••• ••••• •••• The Reinforced Earth Company 
Headquartered in Vienna, VA, The Reinforced Earth Company is a 

leader in the design and supply of innovative retaining wall systems, 
reflective and absorptive sound walls, precast arches and slope 

stabilization systems for use in civil engineering applications including 
transportation, bridges, railways, industrial facilities and marine 
structures. We have more than 30 years of experience in product 
development, design, installation and customer service. We pride 

ourselves on the success of each project and the dedication of each 
member of our nationwide team. 

The Reinforced Earth Company offers commensurate salaries and a 
strong Benefit Package including: 

• Flextime 

• Two Weeks Paid Vacation 
• Eleven Holidays (including employee's birthday) 

• 401 k with Company Contribution 
• Heath Care Package 
• Free Parking 

The Reinforced Earth Company 
8614 Westwood Center Drive, Suite 1100 

Vienna VA 22182 
www.reinforcedearth.com 
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integrated environment for computer science educa

tion," Kafura said , adding that undergraduate students 

will use the entire area throughout their education at 

Virginia Tech . 

Planning on the learning center began more than two 

years ago, and originally was to include only the sixth 

floor, where the CS department has space. The first floor 

area that now houses the learning center once included 

smaller labs and office. Demolition began in June 2008 

and mostly finished in October, Kafura said. 

At the ribbon cutting faculty and two se lected under

graduate students discussed the important role the 

learning center will have on future student learning. 

CS faculty also spoke about the impact the area will 

have for years to come. "Finally we have a space for 

our students that matches the lives that they lead," said 

Barbara Ryder, current head of the CS department. 

Staff Reports. 



The ribbon-cutting of the Undergraduate Learning Center for 

Virginia Tech's computer science (CS) department was over

seen by, left to right, Richard Benson, dean of the College of 

Engineering at Virginia Tech; Mark McNamee, senior vice 

president and provost for Virginia Tech; Barbara Ryder, head 

of the CS department; and Dennis Kafura, a former head and 

now a professor of the CS department. 

mMPR 
ASSOCIATE S INC. 

EN G I N EERS 

Excellence in 
Engineering 
Since 1964 

Nuclear Power - Fossil Power - Renewable Energy 
Government - Military - Pharmaceutical - Medical 

Analysis Testing Design 

I now have experience in many 
mechanical engineering disciplines. 
I'm pleased to be applying my 
acquired range of skills to the fossil 
power generation industry. 

Eric Ten Siethoff 
(Virginia Tech, 1997) 

Mechanical, Chemical, 
Electrical, Aerospace, 
Biomedical, and ESM 

Engineers 

MPR is an employee owned engineering firm 
that relies on individual responsibility in a team 
environment to deliver innovative and creative 
solutions to challenging technical problems. 

(703) 519-0200 www.mpr.com Alexandria, VA 

From the moment he gripped the controls of his 
first aircraft, 12-year-old Cale Stephens saw flying 
in his future. Today, as a Rockwell Collins engineer, 
he helps Air Force pilots navigate in zero visibility 
weather. To join a company that's committed 
to your future, visit our website. 

www.rockwellcollins.com/careers 
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tudent Communication at VT 

Just a few weeks ago, I was sitting at my desk work

ing on some summer assignments, when the sudden 

desire to have a chat with my brother came over me. As 

I was reaching for my cell phone, I remembered that he 

was probably still in class and unable to answer. The 

obvious alternative would be to send him a text. Then 

again, there was so much to say, and I still didn't have 

an unlimited texting plan. Perhaps I'd leave him a mes

sage on Facebook; he does have an account on there. 

Facebook would be a good way to show him a couple 

pictures from my recent beach trip. Of course, I could 

instead leave him a YouTube video; he 'd definitely see 

it since he spends so much time looking at videos and 

subscribes to my account. .. 

I 

GM exec John Rasko 
conceived the Empire State Building 

to one-up rival Walter Chrysler. 

101 stories and a mere 13 months 

later, he succeeded in besting the 

Chrysler Building as the world 's 

tallest skyscraper and held the 

record for over 40 years. 

ARE YOU MOTIVATED 
TO MAKE HISTORY? 
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Many generations have passed since the heyday of the 

Pony Express when one of the only methods of indirect 

communication was a letter courier or messenger. Even 

as little as fifteen years ago, my fiasco in showing some 

brotherly love would still have been a difficult choice, 

this time between putting down the money for a long 

distance call or simply talking to him the next time he 

made the thousand mile trip home. 

Although long distance calling is a far cry from unreli

able snail mail delivery, the advancement cannot com

pare in the slightest to the communication expansion 

we have had in the past decade. The number of choices 

we have today for reaching our friends, loved ones, 

and business connections are overwhelming (I spent so 

much time trying to decide how to contact my brother 

that he ended up calling me first.) Thanks to the mass 

investment put into cell phones, it is now nearly impos

sible not to be able to contact someone anywhere on 

the planet 

College students, being one of the most technologically 

ambitious and adaptive group of people on the face of 

the Earth, have embraced many if not of all of these 

methods of collaboration. At Virginia Tech, it would be 

a futile search to attempt to find someone attending the 

school that does not have some kind of mobi le phone in 

their possession. An even more rare discovery would be 

to find someone who has never used the phone placed 

in every dorm room. With the ever growing reliabil

ity and quality of cell phones, more and more fami lies 

have also disconnected their landlines in an effort to 

save money; they are encouraged by the incessant call

ing of telemarketers, a faction that has yet to success

fully penetrate the cell phone market. 



I find it increasingly common to see individuals with 

an unlimited SMS plan and a 3G network Internet sub

scription, vital "necessities" for any college student on 

the go. It makes one wonder whether we really even 

need a regular computer anymore. 

Once you start moving into the realm of internet com

munications, it becomes more and more difficult to 

define what can be considered a definite mass-utilized 

way for correspondence. Because there are so many 

methods, it is sometimes difficult to find even one man

ner that is shared by the person you want to be in touch 

with . 

For instance, how often do you hear a person say, 

when you ask them for their AOL screen name, that 

they instead use Windows Live Messenger (formerly 

MSN Messenger). Or perhaps they ' re a fan of Yahoo! 

Messenger. Or maybe they're Mac tycoons and utilize 

iChat. Even more common might be the issue if social 

networks. You try to find someone you know on Face

book when they only have an account on MySpace. 

Modern devices help students keep in constant contact 
with the web. 

The obvious solution would, of course, be to sign up 

for an account on every single communication service 

available on the Internet. But as we all know, not only 

would this be a security nightmare (imagine keeping 

track of a ll the usernames and passwords), but the time 

consumption in keeping up with every single service 

would literally keep you at your computer unti l the end 

of time. You especially know this is true if you ' re one 

of those people who check Facebook every 18 seconds 

for notifications. Now add a MySpace account to that 

and it 's a guarantee that not only is your homework not 

getting done, but you ' re probably going to skip your 

next ten meals. 

Some rather archaic means of communication include 

e-mail and online bulletin boards, the latter otherwise 

known as internet forums. E-mail , while still one of the 

most utilized Internet communication services, is rarely 

used by Hokies to communicate with fri ends when the 

Continued on page 24 

* Institute for Defense Analyses * 
For over half a century, the Institute for Defense Analyses has been 
successfully pursuing its mission to bring analytic objectivity and 
understanding to complex issues of national security. IDA is a not·for·profit 
corporation that provides scientific. technical and analytical studies to the 
Office of the Secretary of Defense, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Unified 
Commands and Defense Agencies as well as to the President's Office of 
Science and Technology Policy. 

We provide training to scientists and engineers that helps them to become 
superb defense analysts. Additionally, IDA provides a solid and exciting 
foundation for career growth and an opportunity to contribute to the security 
of our nation through technical analysis. 

How will you put your scientific and technical 
expertise to work every day? 

IDA is seeking highly qualified individuals with PhD or MS degrees 

Sciences & Math Engineering Other 
• Astronomy • Aeronautical • Bioinformatics 
• Atmospheric • Astronautical • Computational Science 
• Biology • Biomedical • Computer Science 
• Chemistry • Chemical • Economics 
• Environmental • Electrical • Information Technology 
• Physics • Materials • Operations Research 
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Mathematics • Systems • Technology Policy 

Along with competitive salaries, IDA provides excellent benefits including 
comprehensive health insurance, paid holidays, 3 week vacations and 
more - all in a professional and technically vibrant environment. 

Applicants will be subject to a security investigation and must meet 
eligibility requirements for access to classified information. U.S. citizenship 
is required. IDA is proud to be an equal opportunity employer. 

~ 
IDA 

Please visit our website www.ida.org 
for more information on our opportunities. 

Apply to job for PhD Postdocs or to Recent Graduates. 
Please specify Pentagon Publishing as the source. 
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OS: Stands for "operating system," the 

master program such as Windows XP, 

Windows Vista or Windows 7 that creates 

a space for programs to run in. 

Beta: Unstable testing version of soft

ware used for evaluation purposes 

RC: Stands for "release candidate," 

one of the final versions of the operating 

system considered before release. 

Mac OS X: The newest line of op

erating systems designed by Apple and 

used on Macintosh computers 

Kernel: The central component of the 

operating system that manages system re

sources. 

Virtual machine: A software 

duplication of a computer that allows you 

to run programs like on a real machine. 

9ntrocfucti 

Installing Windows ... 

That 's all the information we need right no~.,. Your computer ¥.ill restart s~era l t imes dunng 
installation. 

Exp.,wling Wmdows filos [0'6) 

Current Vista users can install in place. 

9nstaffation 

W e have be 

fangled 

Windows 7 has 

fers Microsoft a 

The Windows 7 install process was quick and intuitive. A clean in

stall took less than 20 minutes of my computer's time and maybe 40 

minutes of my own time from first boot up to Windows login. An in

experienced user should be able to manage under an hour with some 

occasional pointers. 

As an engineer at Virginia Tech you are also part of the Microsoft 

Campus License agreement which allows you to get free upgrades for 
Microsoft products such as Windows. The only caveat is tpat if you're 

running Windows XP you will have to backup your files as the 7 in

stall will clear your hard drive 



en running the Windows 7 beta and Windows 7 RC since early 2009. So what is it that you need to know about this new 

•S and is it worth the install time and backup headache? In contrast to the publicity Vista experienced before its release; 

een greeted with positive reviews. Biztech magazine even claims: "Windows 7: It's Vista done right." The new OS of

;hance to maintain its hold on the OS market. Below is a basic guide to the new environment. 

L __ 

What's New? 
Once you've logged on you'll find that in terms of interface, Windows 7 is very much like Vista. The taskbar at 

the bottom of your screen, desktop, and start menu all have similar functionality. A change you will notice in 

the taskbar is the OS X like launch icons that look like they were taken from a Mac. Mousing over theses icons 

creates a flashy illumination animation that may please the ascetically minded. The search system has also 

been improved under the hood since Vista, giving you access to programs, documents, and settings through 

the start menu. 

id sno~. 01 h·:it ccmmc11 ~c11s c11 ~t d~\100 

.; Co,,trc: t11r ;o'llpL:e• .. :hcu1 :11e '1leuse o• keo,bo.,c! 

Seiup1rrcrcphcf't 

St6rtSf)e«h•«o9r1to.., 

..:..J gett· 
~ /.1'do.o.1Pc ... rfit r!l',l 1..s61 

;.J '.'. r~o.." 1 Pc ... t.St>e!I ',.? 

Windows 7 improves upon the Vista 
start menu and search options. 

The Windows 7 revamped taskbar gives immediate access to active 
programs. 

The new taskbar features have a number of similarities with the Max OS X launch bar pictured above. 

Continued on page 20 
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The good 

Windows now runs with a much smaller footprint on 

your computer. The OS kernel has been optimized from 

the annoying background programs that tend to plague 

most XP and Vista shutdowns. The same Windows 7 

sessions can go in and out of hibernation many times, 

and still run with a minimum amount of slowdown for 

weeks. There is also a new "XP Mode" that allows you 

vista to 7 so that even though it looks a lot like Vista it to run a full virtual machine for older programs in an 

can actually run on computers with slower processors. XP environment on Windows 7. 

The wireless and wired connections are now listed one 

integrated network access button, and wireless connec- And the ugly 
tions are made more quickly than under Vista. Still, if 

you are connected to both types of network you can't It's the drivers stupid! 

easily tell which your computer is using. There have 

been efforts to streamline the networking process with 

" Windows 7 Homegroups" to facilitate file sharing. 

The useful 

Drivers are probably one of the most critical compo

nents of an OS and also one of the most difficult things 

to get right. Windows Vista was in large part criticized 

because of its issues with graphics drivers and other 

hardware devices. Many of these problems were later 

Startup and shutdown are definitely faster when com- resolved by hardware manufacturer updates to their 

pared with both Windows XP and Vista. Windows 7 drivers, but some issues still persist. 

also offers a "force restart" option that will quickly kill 

1~ M.C .DEAN I~ BUILDING INTELLIGENCE 

= Telecommunications Engineers 
~ Electrical Engineers 

~ Design-Bu/Id Engineers 

~ Software Engineers 
~ System Engineers 

~ Security Engineers 

~ Project Managers 

22461 Shaw Road, Dulles, VA20166 

Telephone: 1-800-7-MCDEAN 

E-mail: recruiting@mcdean.com 

www.mcdean.com 
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Windows 7 makes improvements in this area, as almost 

anything you can plug-and-play in Windows Vista will 

work without a hitch in Windows 7. Neve1iheless uni

versal compatibility is still a pipe-dream. The infamous 

blue screen makes an appearance every once in a while, 

and a reboot is usually quick to come. Occasionally 

automatic Windows problem reports will find a solu

tion online, but it's still probably a good idea to keep a 

techie around. 

Software: 

In my experience engineering applications and pro

grams such as Matlab, Mathematica, and Lab View 6 

all function normally under the 7 environment, though 

some of the toolkits and add-ons for Matlab such as 

Simulink tend to run into problems. 

One thing that will solve 93% of compatibility issues 

(XP users take note) is to right click and go to proper

ties on the program you would like to run, go to the 



compatibility tab, and select the checkbox for: "Run 

this program in compatibility mode for" 

The bottom line: 

Though the initial switchover may be slow, we predict 

full scale adoption of Windows 7 in academia and in

dustry. There's no need to rush out and install the RC 

today, but it's probably a good idea to take some time 

after the official Windows 7 release on October 22, 

2009 to backup and install the new OS. 

Report from Dale Pokorski- Virginia Tech Director 

of IT 

She has been part of the department of engineering 

for about 6 months. Previously she worked in Pam

plin as director of IT, and originally earned her BA 

in Computer Science from Smith College in 1985. 

Continued on page 22 
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Continued from page 21 
Forum: What's the plan for deploying Windows 7? 

Pokorski: We're starting semester off with Windows 

Vista Business or better as a university requirement, 

including engineering. Windows 7 is supposed to avail

able to us before then, but because of the timeframe 

and uncertainty of receiving copies; it's too close to the 

beginning of the semester to change what we're do

ing. Microsoft is supposed to release the software to us 

in August through the campus agreement, but we still 

need to get license keys and there's a lot of other things 

that need to be done before we can post it. 

Forum: And on the departmental level? 

Pokorski: That's really a decision made by each indi

vidual department. I think some of the departments are 

planning on upgrading early but again that's a decision 

that they each make. The SWAT team is looking to 

build images. 

~tV.Nt\J 
CONSTRUCTORS 

Challenging, 

Fast Paced and 
Rewarding 

onstructors.com 
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Forum: How and when will it [the new OS] become 

available to students? 

Pokorski: I suspect students will upgrade to Windows 

7 as it becomes available. It'll probably be in the Sep

tember timeframe or even later. But it will not be posted 

on the network.vt.edu website until the rush at the be

ginning of the semester is over. We want to do some 

more testing after the final client is released to make 

sure it works with all our software. However, feedback 

from SWAT team and Sysadmins in engineering is that 

we're not seeing difficulties on Windows 7 with any of 

our software. That being said we need to confinn with 

faculty to make sure there aren't any compatibility is

sues before giving the ok to put it on the computers. I 

know there were some bugs with the release candidate, 

including some with acrobat and flash that hopefully 

will be resolved by the final version. 

Forum: What factors do you take into account when 

making these kinds of decisions? 

Pokorski: Software and hardware compatibility. We 

don't expect it to be like Vista where we preferred to 

wait until the service pack came out first [before up

grading]. I suspect that Windows 7 won't have as many 

problems. 

Forum: And who are the main testers on campus? 

Pokorski: Mainly the SWAT team and Sysadmins as 

well as a few faculty members who are early adopters 

and trying it out too. 

Forum: Have you personally tried running it? 

Pokorski: I have it running on an ancient HP tablet in 

my office and a pretty old desktop at home. So I have 

tried it, and it's a little quirky right now but that's be

cause a lot of vendors haven 't released software updates 



for Windows 7; those kinds of problems will go away I'm running the 64-bit version of the 7 and I really like 

rapidly after it 's released. having such a large set of backgrounds from which to 

choose. It's also cool that the pictures can automati

Forum: What kind of future acceptance do you see cally cycle and switch. I've been having issues with 

on campus? my graphics card overheating when using an external 

monitor, but this is the same as it was under Vista. 

Pokorski : I think it's going to be a lot better than Vista - Iyas Attari, Junior, Mechanical Engineering 

was. I think you ' re going to see a lot more people mov-

ing towards Windows 7 and adopting Windows 7 than 

we saw moving towards Vista. We' re still running XP 

on most of our administrative machines, if not all. And 

I think by attrition they'll be upgraded to Windows 7; 

i.e. as they get new computers they'll be upgraded to 

Windows 7. 

Comments o(other student users: 

I generally have a good impression of it. The system 

boots fast, the main interface is crisp, and I experi

enced no compatibility issues yet, although my starcraft 

graphics are kinda messed up. But I guess it is a 10 year 

old game. 

- Dustin Moore, Sophomore, Electrical Engineering/ 

Computer Science 

If you have any questions or comments about Windows 

I bought my tablet in Fall 06 running Windows XP For 7 or computers in general feel free to drop the forum a 

tablets. At the time, l changed the fancy graphics for line at forum@ vt.edu. 

the standard gray start bars and windows to increase the 

computer speed. An error message popped up on day Darius Emrani 

one of the installation. A year later, my computer had 

slowed down drastically even though I don't store mu

sic or movies on the hard drive. After installing Win 7, 

my computer ran like new, maybe even faster, without 

changing the graphics to the other version. Even after 

installation of Dreamweaver, Matlab, AutoCad, Math

ematica, it still zips along like it never did with XP. I 

can't remember a single problem with compatibility. 

- Gary Riggins, Senior, Civil Engineering 

AEROSPACE 
MANY PARTS, ONE CAREER 

is a sophomore 
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Engineering. 

B/E Aerospace, Inc . is the world's leading manufacturer of cabin interior 
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world leader in technology - provides a continuing 
opportunity for human energy to achieve its maximum 
potential - in an environment that nurtures talent, creativity 
and ambition. 

Whether your interest is in science & technology. worldwide 
telecommunications and information display markets. 
technically advanced scientific and life science products. 
there is a life-time of opportunity for you at Corning. 

If you're interemd in making a long- term contribution - if 
you're interested in helping to define and shape the Future -
we invite you to join the Corning Team' 
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Continued from page 17 

Facebook messaging system is so much more aestheti

cally pleasing and texting is so much quicker in deliv

ery. Bulletin boards, although still utilized, mainly by 

the most eccentric computer users, are considered to 

Platinum 
Platinum Solutions is an award·winning 

leader in software development and systems 
integration. Our employees write software 
that saves lives and helps the government 
monitor terrorist communications, arrest 

violent criminals, and improve the 
prescription drug approval process. 

We are seeking IT professionals 
with the following expertise: 

•Java /J2EE 
• Requirements Analysis 
• Test Analyst 
•Oracle OBA 
• Systems Admin (Unix) 
• Info Security 
• Configuration Management 
• GA/Testing 

We have locations in MD, DC, VA & WV. 

If you meet the above qualifications, 
please email your confidential resume to: 

hr@platinumsolutions.com., 
www.platinumsolutions.com 

EOE 

be a thing of the 

past. But the nice 

thing about the 

Internet is that a 

communication 

method does not 

have to be in lim

ited use to be ob

solete; the web is 

still crawling with 

many community 

forums. 

A recent arrival to 

the communica

tions scene is the 

once sci-fi tech

nology of video 

chatting. At one 

Vanasse HangenJ3_rustlin, Inc.. 

point only a feature common in cyberpunk flicks, the 

capability is now available in most of the mainstream 

instant messenger services, including MSN and AIM. 

I am; however, surprised to notice a new player in the 

market being used by more and more VT students: 

Skype (http://www.skype.com/). After taking Europe 

by storm a few years ago with its VoIP service (Voice 

over Internet Protocol; a.k.a. Internet telephone), Skype 

has become a hit in the western hemisphere as well with 

its debut of video chat. 

Although very little is different about Skype from all 

the other IM services, the developers and producers of 

Skype put an emphasis on video chatting as opposed to 

text-based messaging and strive to maintain a high stan

dard in call quality (fewer dropped calls, clear picture, 

non-distorted audio, etc.). And the best part of it all is, 

of course, that it is absolutely free. This is maybe not 

so amazing now, but would be unbelievable in the days 

of collect calls and operators. It is especially useful for 

"seeing" your family when they are so far away from 

our school. And for those exchange students whose en

tire relative-base is on another continent, believe me 

when I say that it is a blessing. 

So what comes next? 

Who knows? All anyone can be sure of is that the Inter

net will continue to produce more ways for us to contact 

each other. Very soon, with the release of higher speeds 

in the 4G network, video calling will be integrated into 

our cell phones. And if you don't believe me, why don ' t 

you go download the Skype third party app 

for your iPhone and give it a try? Those 

hologram messages from the Star Wars se

ries may not seem so farfetched if you do. 
Vanasse I langen Brustlin. Inc. (VHB) provides integrated transportation, land development and 

environmental services from 18 offices throughout the east coast. We are dedicated to providing 
.i challen9tr19 and r1.?warding work environm ent and offer competitive salary and benefits, and 

outstanding professional and personal development programs. As a generational company. VHB 

operates on the belief that a key responsibility of ownership 1s to pass a healthy, growing company 

on to the next qenerat on. 

Co-op, internships, full and part-time positions available in Tysons Corner, Richmond, Williamsburg, 
Virginia Beach, VA and Silver Spring, MD. Please v isit www.vhb.com for more information. 
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Valeriy Vislobokov is a junior in A erospace 

Engineering and Computer Science. 



Tablets: Awesome Tool or Awful Idea? 

As we have all been to ld in our freshman engineer

ing courses, Virginia Tech has always led the pack 

when it comes to computer requirements. We were the 

fi rst coll ege to requ ire desktop PC's, the first to require 

laptops, and then in 2006 we were the first college in 

the Uni ted States to require Tablet PC's. Now as we 

begin the year, all four classes: freshmen, sophomores, 

j uniors and seniors, will have been required to buy Tab

lets. This anni versary is an important one, marking a 

turning point in the way Engineering is taught at Tech. 

It all started with a grant. Dr. Glenda Scales and Dr. 

Bev lee Watford worked together to submit a proposal to 

Fuj itsu for a grant to begin testing Tablet PC's at Tech. 

The proposa l was accepted, and Virginia Tech received 

a grant fo r one million doll ars in Tablet PC's and other 

technology fro m Fujitsu. These grant Tablets are still 

in use in STEP (the Student Transit ion to Engineering 

Program) over the summer before the freshman year 

of students who are accepted to the program. Com

pared w ith today's Tablets, the tried-and-true Fujitsus 

make me positively nostalgic. But these Tablets started 

it a ll. 

In 2006, when the College of Engineering announced 

the computer requi rements for incoming freshmen, 

quite a bit of hubbub ensued. Thi s decision was met 

with a Jot of hostili ty from both students and parents. 

Tablets cost more than laptop computers, and many stu

dents worried that they would only use thei r tablets fo r 

one or two classes and never again . I interviewed Dr. 

Glenda Scales and ta lked about the concerns that I have 

heard since my own freshman year about the Tablets. 

Student: Tablets cost more than laptops. This is one 

hundred percent true. Tablets are I 00-200 dollars more 

than laptop PC's, depending on the vendor. In 2006, 

Dr. Scales fought fo r that price point for the students, 

as Tablets were still just beginning to meet Tech 's fo r-

midable wa ll of computer standards. They would have 

been more expensive without the fi ght fo r the pri ce 

point that fi rst year. That is really a lot of money. 

Just think about your textbooks. You spend sometimes 

well over I 00 doll ars on those for just one class, and 

you do not use them as much as you w ill be using your 

Tablet. And in the end, you' ll save a Jot of money by 

using SWAT to help you with any repairs or upgrades 

you need. 

Student: Tablets don ' t have the gaming capabilities 

that I could get on a laptop. But did you rea lly expect 

the school to care whether or not you can get your Cry

sis on? The Tablet requi rement is meant as j ust that: 

a requirement fo r your schooling. Tech req uired the 

Tablet because it is a good too l to help you with your 

education. And barring awesome LAN parti es, educa

tion is why you' re here, right? 
Continued on page 26 

NOBODY GETS CLOSER 
TO THE PEOPLE. TO THE DATA. TO THE PROBLEM. 

At CNA we analyze and solve problems by getting as close as 

possible to the people, the data and the problems themselves in 

order to find the answers of greatest clarity and credibility- all to 

help government leaders choose the best course of action . 

We have a professional , diverse staff of over 600 people work

ing in a variety of critical policy areas - such as national secu

rity, homeland security, healthcare and education - and offer 

career opportunities for people with degrees in engineering , 

mathematics, economics, physics, chemistry, international rela

tions , nationa l security, history, and many other scientific and 

professional fields of study. 

Diverse views, objectivity, imaginative techniques, process driven, 

results oriented, committed to the common good. This job is for a 

research analyst. 

www.cna.org 
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Continued from 25 releasing a Tablet in 2010, but odds are the Tablet won't 

Student: I' ll just sit there in class and get really dis- immediately be able to fit the requirements of the Col

tracted on the Internet. As someone who has sat lege of Engineering. And none of that Wacom Tablet 

through ten 8 AMs in the course of my years here, I stuff either. So I wouldn't hold your breath on that one, 

feel your pain. I do. After spending all night on that but take heart. By fulfilling the computer requirements, 

design project, the last thing you want to do is focus you'll actually be able to do your schoolwork the way 

in Multivariable when Facebook is calling your name. your professors want you to do it. 

Quick .fix: if you are not in a class that uses Dy Know, 

tum your wireless off. Your computer won' t explode. Student: I'll only use the Tablet for my freshman en-

1 have successfully done this multiple times, and I gineering classes and then never again! The college 

wouldn ' t steer you wrong. Then your only problem is has come a long way since 2006, when only freshman 

that lovely game of Solitaire.. . engineering classes used Tablets. Dr. Scales imple-

mented a plan to involve the professors of sophomore 

Student: I can't buy a Mac/Dell/Insert Company level classes to begin using Tablets by 2007, the sopho

Here?!? This is crap. No, you can' t buy a Mac. Macs more year of the first student body using Tablets. Un

and Dells do not fit the requirement. I am one of an fortunately, it fell through for the most part that year. 

unfortunate number of proud Gateway Tablet owners The year 2007 was my freshman year, and among all of 

on campus. l have little sympathy for those that choose the crazy late nights and 711 runs, I can say that I used 

not to follow the requirement. You'll find that profes- the Tablet to the fullest in my 8 AM Chemistry class. 

sors feel the same way. There is some talk about Apple The great thing was, my Chemistry professor used a 

CONSIOEll A ·cAllEEll 
Wlf'H 0 OF AMERICA'S 

LEAD IN• COMPANIES 
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Tablet too. The spread of the Tablets got increasingly I will come out and say it: I love using the Tablet. I 

better over the four years, and now I can say that my have all of my notes in one place. I have an excuse 

sophomore engineering classes used Tablets as well. It to always have my computer with me. I can search 

is only a matter of time before all Engineering classes my handwritten notes for that one equation or defini 

and some outside Engineering at Tech make some use ti on that I just can't find. It's like ctrl-f for notes, and 

of the Tablets. who doesn 't like that? Using my Tablet, I can email a 

Here's the most important thing you could take from 

what I've learned about the Tablets. They are an excel

lent tool.for your education. The Tablet is perhaps the 

handiest thing I have ever used in my time here. It is 

better than my graphing calculator, and it is more fun 

than the legions of legal pads I was using to take notes 

before. The College of Engineering had some setbacks 

at the start to be sure, but nowadays Tablet users are on 

par with laptop users. There is nothing a laptop can do 

that a Tablet can't (besides Crysis ). What's more, you 

will make more use of your Tablet than some laptop us

ers, with the right tools at your disposal and your notes 

at your fingertips at all times . 

For over 80 years 
Miller Electric has been 

committed to giving 

people the power to 
succeed by providing 
continuing education 

and training to its 

employees. Consider 
an electrical career with 
Miller Electric Company. 

copy of my notes to someone else. Yeah, I can't play 

games with really heavy graphics and I sometimes get 

distracted in class. But to me, the Tablet is too useful 

a tool not to use it. If it were not a requirement here I 

would not have bought a Tablet. That much is true. But 

now that I have one, I can't imagine how much harder it 

would be for me to study without it. 

The main reason I think that people are against the Tab

lets is that they do not know how to make extensive use 

of all that Tablets can offer. Dr. Scales has seen this 

problem too, and SWAT and the College of Engineering 

are working tirelessly to get the word out about Tab

lets. There is so much Tablets can do that even I, who 

have been using it for over two years now, did not know 

about. Do yourself a favor and keep an ear out for Tab

let workshops put on by the College of Engineering and 

SWAT. You may think they're for freshmen, but you'd 

learn more than you think. I am running the Tablet 

workshops, but all plugging aside, the workshops are a 

great resource for making the most of your machine. 

Tablets are the wave of the future, and Virginia Tech is 

cruising on top of the wave. So the next time you're on 

Facebook in Tablet mode during class, drawing Graffiti 

on your friend's Wall , remember that the Tablet isn't 

just a tool of mass distraction. Used properly, it is the 

single best study tool you have ever had. Four years 

later, Virginia Tech has incorporated the Tablets into 

classes and into this author's heart. I hope that you feel 

the same way. 

Christina Kazmer is a junior in 

Electrical Engineering. 
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Unit Operations Lab with a 

A ll chemical engineers must take a unit operations mistake. You will not get the wine back; instead the 

lab, in which they combine textbook education guards have their glasses ready. 

and the real world. Unit operations lab involves basic 

steps in a process such as drying, filtration , or even pro

cess control. Students dread this class because it is only 

offered during the summer, while others are soaking up 

the sun or earning a paycheck. 

Virginia Tech 's chemical engineering department offers 

a solution to the problem by offering the class abroad. 

During the summer after junior year, students can take 

their unit operations lab at Denmark Technical Uni

versity (DTU) in Lyngby, Denmark. This opportunity 

From Michelangelo to Raphael, Da Vinci and Monet, 

Europe offered the most breathtaking artwork known 

throughout the world. One of Raphael 's frescoes cap

tivated all of us in particular because of its meaning. 

In this fresco, Raphael respectfully depicts Da Vinci, 

Pythagorean, and many other founders of science and 

mathematical theories, 

After two weeks of seeing unforgettable sights and ex

periencing everlasting memories, Denmark called to us. 

Since we had mailed our computers and other essenmakes the summer course more enjoyable and attracts a 

strong number of participants. Chemical engineers ac

tually have the highest percentage of students that study 

abroad. This year 33 Virginia Tech students attended 

DTU this summer. 

Before attending the class in Denmark, I traveled 

abroad with eight other chemical engineers through

out Europe. The initial destination for my group was 

London. We had to adjust to the time difference, which 

was much easier than I thought. We also needed to fig

ure out the most efficient way to get around to see the 

sights. Thankfully, walking around Tech 's beautiful 

campus made us physically fit to walk ten hours a day 

throughout Europe. Trust me, when someone says that 

the hostel is only a mile away, it actually means it is at 

least four miles away. 

One of the most unforgettable nights was walking 668 

steps up the Eiffel Tower and seeing the sunset. Hint: 

Wine is not allowed on the top of the Eiffel Tower. The 

guards gleefully wait for Americans to make this fatal 
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tials to DTU, we were lucky to not have to check bags 

throughout Europe. During our time at DTU, we lived 

in pods. A pod had nine rooms, kitchen, laundry, and 

"Constant Progress!" ... 
Where optimism is part of 

every job description. 

'qWile !Wilson'" y Constant Progress 

New Lynchburg Office 

Engineers I Architects I Designers 

wileywilson.com 
Lynchburg ·Richmond •Alexandria 



shower facilit ies. It was 

like a large dorm room 

without a roommate. 

The actua l lab consisted 

of seven experiments 

chosen from a variety of 

topics. Each person was 

paired w ith a partner and 

one lab report was sub

mitted per group. Some 

of the labs included 

worki ng with a di stilla

tion co lumn, fixed bed 

reactor, heat transfer in 

pipes, and liquid flow 

through pipes. Techni

cians and graduate stu

dents were on hand in 

GAHAGAN & BRYANT 

Continued on page 30 Christine Sargent looks inside a large dryer. 
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Continued from 29 

case of disasters (which did occur). The lab expanded 

beyond four walls with field trips to local companies 

such as Novozymes, Dong Energy, and Danisco Sugar 

Factory. 

At DTU, we were not limited to working in the lab 

all day. Since there was no television, many of us 

spent our time playing ultimate frisbee, soccer, 

and attending International Night at the cam

pus bar. The weekends were filled with trips 

to Copenhagen, a 20 minute train ride away 

(not including the 20 minute walk to the train 

station). The trains stop running at mid-

night and re-open at 5 A.M. Many 

of us found ourselves staying in 

Copenhagen for the night and 

engulfed ourselves in Danish 

hospitality. This is when we 

realized it seemed that it never 

got dark in Denmark. 

Most of us were prepared for the 

fall type weather in the middle of July. 

The weather was sporadic in Denmark. 

On one particular day, it 

switched from downpours 

to sunshine at least five 

times and the day end-

ed with a rainbow. 

Many of us were 

able to tour 

Carls-

bu rg, 

a Danish beer company as well as attend a F.C. Copen

hagen soccer game. At the soccer game, we sat in the 

hooligan section which is comparable to the 

student section at Tech football games. 

The fans never stopped cheering and 

we learned quite a few cheers. It was 

a great way to experience the Danish 

culture. 

The weeks flew by, and before we 

knew it, it was time to leave Den

mark. Touring Europe, bonding with 

classmates, and immersing oneself 

in another culture made for one 

unforgettable summer. If 

you have a chance to 

study abroad, GO 

FOR IT, it will be 

the expenence 

of a lifetime. 

Bailee Roach 

is a senior in 

Chemical Engi-

The Little Mermaid Statue in Copenhagen. The author, Hans Christian Anderson is from Copenhagen. 
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Leaving Dulles Airport. From left to right is Erica Neverman, Quin Costin, Sarah Dyer, Corey Leggett, Danielle Carey, Bailee 

Roach, and Ally Athey. 

Our group on top of the Arc de Triomph. From left to right is Erica Neverman, Bailee Roach, Danielle Carey, Christine Sar

gent, Ally Athey, Quin Costin, Corey Leggett, Sarah Dyer, and Aaron Holley. 
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Engineering in the New Economy 

You hear about it every single day : when you turn 

on the news, when you speak to your neighbor, 

when you talk to your relatives . The economy is pro

gress ively failing and while efforts are being made to 

correct the situation, there is no end yet in sight to the 

global dilemma. 

As students, we are making the ultimate investment in 

the future economy, expecting a return much greater 

than the costly price of our education. It is therefore 

natural for us to wonder what our future holds in terms 

of our careers. 

"One of the things the aerospace industry has been fa

mous for, has been from the beginning, is this cycle of 

up and down," says Mr. Langford. Aurora Flight Sci

ences, which recently celebrated its 20th birthday, is a 

leading corporation specializing in Unmanned Air Ve

hicles (UAVs). 

Although he's talking distinctly about the aerospace 

market, what Mr. Langford says indicates that the em

ployment issue the world is suffering today is not only 

commonplace, but also expected for the whole engi

neering industry. This is supported by the fact that the 

United States goes through some kind of major eco

For engineers specifically, one not only has to wonder nomic depression every couple of decades or so. The 

what kind of career future is in store, but also what the one we are battling through at the moment is simply 

repercuss ions of the economy will mean for the way compounded by the fact that it is occurring on a plan

engineers will have to function in the industry. For in- etary level. 

stance, given the current energy crisis' financial strain 

on the economy, is it ethically responsible for engineers Langford goes on to say that the work done by the engi

to develop non-renewable-energy powered inventions? neering industry can ultimately be broken down into two 

In general , what should the re

quirements be in regard to ef

ficiency and value of future in

novations? 

Considering the first problem, 

that of the graduating engineers' 

careers, there is only bad news. 

"Pick something you'll really enjoy 
doing ... figure out what you love to 
do and then figure out how you can 
get paid for it. There are really ex
citing things going on." 

-John Langford CEO of Aurora Flight 
Sciences 

parts: commercial contracts and 

military defense projects. Each 

of these goes through separate 

highs and lows. 

"When [the two parts are] in 

phase, you get very high em

ployment followed by very low 

There have been layoffs across the board; one of the employment and what we liked to do is shift phase so 

most surprising news has been from one of the wealth- that we can just move back and forth between the de

ier corporations. Microsoft laid off a total of 5000 em- fense and commercial [markets]." 

ployees, with a net layoff number of 2000 employees 

post new-hire numbers. John Langford, CEO of Aurora Unfortunately, even given today's significant military 

Flight Sciences, says we have only one thing to worry spending, both the defense and commercial innova

about: tion market are in a slump. If the engineering industry 

follows this cycle; however, then it should only be a 

Noth ing. matter of time until employment returns to its norma l 
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levels. In the mean time, R&D corporations will have 

to try their best to survive. Mr. Langford comments on 

hi s own efforts: 

"What we've tried to do is build a balance between re

search and development, which is especially prone to 

these big swings, and a manufacturing phase, which is 

more stable to the system ." Aurora has two R&D fa

cilities, one in Virginia and one in Massachusetts, and 

two manufacturing facilities, in Mississippi and West 

Virginia. 

Tf the engineering manufacturing market offers some 

stability, does that mean that al l of us should strive to 

become manufacturing engineers as opposed to the 

usual developers of new products? Perhaps, but there 

is an indication that the issue may be related to ge

ography. John Langford related in hi s interview with 

Engineers ' Forum that the manufacturing facilities in 

MS and WV tend to have employees that follow the 

corporate traditions of previous decades, the kind that 

stick with the same company for their entire career; this 

allows the company to maintain the stability necessary 

for purely domestic operations. With the Virginia R&D 

facility so close to Washington, D.C. and the Massa

chusetts center located right next to Boston, employee 

views are more progressive and globalized. Employees 

Continued on page 34 
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John Langford, CEO of Aurora Flight Sciences 
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Continued from page 33 with such large aviation companies as Lockheed Mar-

tend to stay with their respective company for a limited tin, Boeing, and Northrop Grumman, has to find fund

time and keep their career diverse with projects at other ing from alternative sources. Specifically, Aurora tends 

corporations. to go for projects advertised by the Defense Advanced 

Research Projects Agency (DARPA), the government 

Finally, there is the question of funding. It is easier to agency most famous for previously funding ARPANet, 

find finances for larger companies' projects than for the predecessor to the Internet. 

small businesses for several reasons. Firstly, larger cor-

porations have a "treasure chest" of profits from other 

projects. Of course, there is the fact that larger corpo

rations tend to "go public", a business term that indi

cates that the companies ' stocks can be bought by any 

Even this poses some difficulty now with military con

tracts losing their reliability. Just recently, after passing 

through Phase 1 of DARPA's Vulture program (<level-

oping an aircraft capable of maintaining high altitude 

consumer on the stock market. Public corporations are flight about 5 years) with its Odysseus concept, Aurora 

usually accompanied by a board of directors, a group of had to cease its proposal for the time being; the pro

individuals that tend to stifle innovation in their quest gram was cancelled due to re-appropriation of funding 

for some kind of financial return. In engineering, where for Vulture to other projects. 

product development cycles can run in the decades, 

profit returns don't come as fast as investors hope. Moving on to the question of engineering ethics, 

John Langford offers this, "Engineering is critical to 

Aurora, which has lauded its status as a small busi- the country's survival. The fact that we have ups and 

ness for these very reasons while competing on level downs is insignificant. .. you have to take a longer view 

than that." 

The Sunlight Eagle, Aurora's latest effort in green engineering, was a renovation 
of its Daedalus human-powered aircraft project from pre-1989 to be solar-pow
ered and unmanned. 
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Now more than ever, the United 

States is competing with the rest of 

the world in innovation. "The fact that 

the United States came out as the lead

ing economy player in the last century 

doesn't mean it can have any vanities 

in this century," say Mr. Langford. 

"The challenge of the individual engi

neer is to recognize the realities of the 

world and figure out how to be good 

citizens." 

Money has always made the world go 

round. Perhaps at this point, it will act 

as an eye-opener and inspiration to fix 

the technology that helps the country 

run itself such that is becomes more 



efficient. "The US is not just a place; it 's more of a be

lief system. The reason it has been successfu l [in the 

past] is because the smartest people in the world came 

to the U.S. to be part of thi s government." Following 

the September 11th attacks, the United States' reputa

tion for having quotas and restrictions on immigrants 

was only worsened; in the past few years, even less 

brilliant minds were a llowed entry to the country. 

In conclusion, while things are grim, they are no worse 

than they have been in past times of turbulence. There 

are many niches to fill in the fi e ld of engineering and, 

chances are, that whatever you have been educating 

yourself to do, you are in great demand. A ll you have 

to do is maintain a high leve l of quality and be the best 

you can be in whatever you do . 

Join our team for real hands-on 
experience in developing cutting 

edge technologies. 
Artis, LLC provides research and 
development services in the fields of health 
sciences, defense and security. 

Our cus tomers are among the most 
soph isticated and advanced in the world to 
include the Defense Advanced Research 
Projects Agency, the Centers for Disease 
Control, the Office of Naval Research 
and the Robert Wood Johnson 
Foundation . 

In defense and security, our technology 
focus is in active protection systems, 
persistent sensing supporting urban 
operat ions. geospatia l modeling and 
advanced simu lation. 

In the heal th sciences area, our focus is 
recording human motion for appl ications 
such as controlling motion sickness, sports 
medicine and population health status 
monitoring. 

For further information, visit our web 
site at www.artisllc.com. 

Valeriy Vislobokov is a junior in Aerospace Engineer

ing and Computer Science. 480 Springpark Place Suite 1000, Herndon, VA 20170 703-964-0420 

Ever wondered where to find a copy of the 
Engineers' Forum? Well, this year we're 

changing it up a bit. 

Look for racks (usually next to a CT rack) in 

Torgerson, Owens, 
Norris Breezeway, 02, 

Randolph, and Patton! 

You'll be on this road the rest of your 
life. When you're ready to start your 
journey, we've got your map. 

Contact us. 
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Want to build up your resume? 

If so, it's time for you to join 
the ENGINEERS' FORUM staff! 

Interested in any of the 
following? This student
run magazine needs you! 

- Engineering 
- Article or column writing 
- Editing 
- Webmastering 
- Layout 
- Graphic design forum@vt.edu 
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